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Hey! I’m Rebekah, mom of five and Queen of Reinventing the Restart! I

see possibility when others see the impossible. From single mom, to

married mom, to step mom, to working mom, I have had to personally

“restart” my definition of what it means to show up as a “great mom” so

many times. I love supporting and resourcing moms to embrace the

“restart” they are facing as a mom and challenge them to believe there is

a BLESSING behind every RESTART!
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It’s Fall 2020 and Mama, it is settling in that we are all in a whole new world.

New schedules.

New routines

New challenges.

A world that has crammed all aspects of our life into one space - YOUR HOME.

You may be experiencing feelings of panic? Dread? Frustration? Feeling

Overwhelmed?

It’s ok. You are only human. Take a moment, a day,  even a weekend and feel

all the things.

But then you need to make the shift. You were created for THIS MOMENT.

Esther 4:14 asks the question “perhaps you were created for such a time as

this?” I challenge you to take this scripture and BELIEVE it! Believe that you

already  have everything you need to walk through these uncertain days. You

are strong and you can do this.

You are a mom. THE mom of your home. No pressure or anything but, you are

the center of your home and your outlook on the present (and the future)

directly affects your children and the environment of your home.

I want you to embrace this mindset before we jump into the practical ways

you can set up your environment to thrive. What will you commit to being

YOUR “mom mantra” for this season?
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“I was made for this season - everything I need I already  have”  Est 4:14, Ps 16:5

“I can do ALL things that I set my mind to do.” Phil 4:13

“We are going to do great this year, it’s going to be ok.” Rom 8:28

“I choose purpose over panic.”  Jer 29:11

“I can have peace even when I do not know the future.” Isa 26:3

HERE ARE A FEW IDEAS:
pick one and make it YOUR go-to mom mantra!
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THE PLAYBOOK

Think of yourself as a thermostat. You set the temperature, the condition for

your home and the environment that you live in. You may be thinking no way,

my KIDS totally set the tone! I get that, from a houseful of littles to

rambunctious school agers to sometimes temperamental teens, it can feel

like you are one little boat in an ocean of feelings and moods. The reality is

though you are the ONE CONSTANT. Now more than ever you need to take

special attention that you are keeping the thermostat as steady as possible.

Disclaimer: This is NOT a playbook for the “perfect home environment”. That

does not exist. This is NOT “how to have an Instagram worthy set-up or

style”. This is designed to give you a few high level perspectives to focus on. It

will look unique to YOUR family!

Your Home
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THE CHECKLIST

DEDICATED WORK SPACE

Each family member needs a dedicated work space. This can be all in one

room or in different rooms. Now is the time to get creative and let go of

those “pinterest ideas” and get super practical. Using a card table or even an

inexpensive IKEA desk, you can quickly create work stations for everyone (this

includes you too mama! EVERYONE needs a “space”). I cannot stress this

enough - it gives each member of the family some ownership and cues their

brain in that its time to “work”. Even preschoolers can have a workstation.

Here is a picture of my current workspace in a small loft apartment.

EVERYONE NEEDS NOISE CANCELLING HEADPHONES

It may be your only guaranteed quiet time of the day! Whether you have the

latest and greatest Airpods Pro, or cheap Airbuds, headphones will eliminate

distraction, especially in one room scenarios. Also,  Five Below has a fantastic

selection of noise cancelling headphones. We picked up several pairs at just

$5 that lasted all school year!

RSVP THE DINNER TABLE

If possible, reserve the kitchen table for snacks, lunch and gathering for 

family meals or family time. This simple hack will help your brain take it as a

cue when you reserve dedicated spaces for routine activities.

ASSIGN  YOUR  DEVICES

In a season where everything happens under your own roof, you can even go

a step further with brain cues and assign different devices for different

functions. For example Mom, your devices may look like this:

Computer - school/work only

Tablet - entertainment/games or reading only

Phone - social media and texting only

(also, turning off notifications is a GREAT way to improve focus and eliminate distraction)
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This comes in handy when you sit down to focus on work and get distracted

by Amazon or a funny FB meme or  DIY video on regrouting the bathroom! If

each device is assigned a function, you start to focus and train your brain to

compartmentalize better in shared spaces.

CREATE NEW ROUTINES or TRANSITIONS

Think about the drive to school or your morning commute to work, you likely

had some rituals that provided cues to your brain it was time to get ready to

be at work. In preschool, your child may have a bell or special song that

comes on signaling it is time to clean up. You will want to use transitions.

They will make your life easier and reduce struggles because after awhile kids

will automatically respond to a transition cue.

WIth the lack of “transition times” when all at home, cues become important!

They are especially helpful when starting or stopping a time of focused

activity. Here are some ideas to get you started:

Play a favorite song during breakfast clean up

A text (school is dismissed or school starts in 10 min - something humorous)

Closing the laptop  to cue work day is over

Cuddle time on the couch with mom

1 cup of coffee and THEN I sit at my desk.

Spongebob episode at 4 everyday signals family time

Bonus Tip* - Visual calendars of basic daily schedules are super helpful no

matter what age your children are; Whiteboards with different color sticky

notes for each kid is another idea, or even general blocks of time like Eat/

School/ Lunch/ Study/read/ play, ect are helpful!
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START EARLY

If you can, wake up earlier than the kids and try to accomplish ONE thing.

This can be a power hour of work, quiet time, or even exercise and shower.

Getting  a head start to you day or creating  a new morning routine can be

the key to keeping your sanity while all under one roof! WHen creating a

morning routine, think of 2-3 things you can do and keep it realistic and

doable regardless of how your morning may look. Flexibility is key! It may not

be the season of your motherhood where 90 min workouts or long slow

coffee filled mornings are realistic. Instead pick three “headline activities”

such as choosing coffee, scripture and movement. You can do a quick version

or a longer version based on your time.

CHANNEL YOUR INNER CAMP DIRECTOR

You know you always wanted a whistle and a clipboard, right? Balancing

different activities and energy can be an art form. Make a list of go to

possible activities, add a timer and voila - daily activities when needed!

Depending on the age of your children you can even take a nod from

teachers and buy the large ziploc bags and place individual activities in each

bag. Make a sort of activities library.

Bonus Tip* - When possible, and if both parents are home and able to share

in the “daytime parenting”, assign a clear adult “on duty” for a specific time

period. MAybe one parent has a more demanding schedule but is available

for two half hour periods. Schedule it!

ASK KIDS FOR HELP

Communicate with your children what you need from them. Obviously keep it

age appropriate, but children are capable of doing more than you think when

given clear instructions. If you’re on a zoom call, tell them where they can sit

in the room until you are finished. For older children, if the door is shut please

do not open, ect. Delegate household daily tasks  and change up the

distribution of chores!


